FIRE SAFETY
FOR FARMERS

PREPARING FOR
ANY EVENTUALITY
Few things are more devastating to a
farmer’s livelihood than a runaway fire.
Although deliberate ignitions can lead to
wildfires, it is important to understand
weather conditions in tandem with other
elements can often cause unexpectedly
large blazes.
The relentless drought for example,
coupled with the effect of higher loads of
combustible material as a result of higher
rainfall, has meant the risks facing the
agriculture industry are very real.
To mitigate these risks, Santam Agriculture
has partnered with South African farmers
to create awareness of the National Veld
and Forest Fire Act to further encourage
proactive fire risk management.
We also encourage you – as our valued
intermediary – to help our agriculture
clients by explaining the risks and
consequent liabilities to their farming
operations. To support you, we’ve compiled
this easy-to-read brochure to help guide
your conversations.

THE EFFECT OF DROUGHT ON
FARMING OPERATIONS

To understand the risks farmers face, it is important to place the conversation
about risk management in context. It is well documented that drought can leave
many hectares of grazing land extremely dry, which in turn, increases the risk of
fire. When there is drought, veld grass does not grow as fast or as thick as usual,
resulting in fires possibly spreading faster.
The South African Weather Service has warned farmers to expect high fire
danger conditions over many parts of the country for the remainder of 2017. On
a national level, this forecast can pose considerable risks to a farmer’s property,
livestock, crops and the natural environment. In the Western Cape in particular,
the destruction of vineyards, orchards, and agriculture infrastructure could run
into millions of rand, and could have a ripple effect on the country’s economy.

FIRE AND INSURANCE
PROTECTION

Fires and/or veldfires bring much devastation to the farming community in
terms of loss of livelihood, livestock, infrastructure and even human life.
Santam’s agriculture clients can choose from the following types of insurance
cover to protect their livelihoods against unforeseen damage or losses due
to fire:
•

Under our Livestock and Game section we provide cover against death of
the insured animal against fire.

•

We also offer cover for his assets such as fencing and gates, buildings
and structures such as windmills, hammer mills, and other goods
and equipment including plastic tunnels, greenhouses, shade net
constructions, pivots and poultry, silo bags, bunkers, storage of grain, and
farmworker’s houses and contents.

•

Under our Public Liability section we provide cover against damage should
a farmer become legally liable for a fire that starts on their property and
spreads and causes damage to neighboring farms causing damage.
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NOTE:
Most agricultural insurance policies exclude legal liability for spreading of fire
due to the high risk involved, but cover can usually be purchased at an additional
premium. Farmers must ensure they specifically request insurance cover for
fire spreading to plantations or sugar cane if they are in the vicinity of these, as
most standard spread of fire extensions exclude fire to plantations and sugar
cane.
•

In an effort to minimise damage, a farmer may incur great expenses to
extinguish a fire/s on his/her farm. The new fire extinguishing charges
clause under the Public Liability section of our Agriculture policy will
indemnify a farmer against reasonable fire extinguishing costs and
expenses. The following optional limits are available:
--

R100 000 cover with annual premium of R 750

--

R250 000 cover with annual premium of R1 500

--

R500 000 cover with annual premium of R3 000

--

R1 million cover with annual premium of R5 000.

The National Veld and Forest Fire Act (NVFFA) of 1998 is legislation which helps
farmers prevent financial and infrastructure losses as a result of fire.
The Act is important for the South African agricultural environment and
farmers have also become much more aware of the implications of fire on
their operations and livelihood.
Farmers are required to comply with the Act, and Santam encourages clients
to become members of registered Fire Protection Associations (FPAs). An FPA
is formed by landowners within the same area, to predict, prevent, manage and
extinguish veld, forest and mountain fires.
As an incentive, Santam rewards agriculture clients who are members of FPAs
with more competitive insurance premiums in the form of discounted rates, and
premium and excess incentives. Farmers belonging to an FPA are also in
a much better position to manage fires which significantly reduces risk for
the farmer and Santam.
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BEING FIRE-SMART

Advice about how farmers can be more prepared to deal with fires, include:
•

Learning to recognise the weather conditions associated with high fire
danger: this includes the temperature, wind speed/direction and humidity.

•

Owners of thatched houses must take all necessary precautions such
as installing drenchers, using fire blankets and having fire extinguishers
at hand.

•

Using technology: satellite-based fire information tools such Advanced
Fire Information System (AFIS) provides real-time fire information.

•

Farmers can invest in their own well-maintained fire-fighting equipment
(such as a petrol/diesel-powered water pump).

•

Farmers can create a veld fire plan, covering the eventualities of both
staying and defending their property or leaving it ahead of the veld fire.

•

Restricting the use of farm machinery on days when the fire danger
is high.

•

Being extra careful when using welding, cutting and grinding equipment.

•

Establishing firebreaks between their land and roads or railways.

•

Farmers can also train their staff in fire-fighting techniques and safety
standards for smoking, burning rubbish, etc.

•

Farmers can join a Fire Protection Association (FPA).

MANAGING FIREBREAKS

Globally, effective wildfire management is impeded by a lack of integration
between research results, technological development, and efforts by fire
managers to prevent, suppress and protect the environment, human wellbeing
and assets against wildfire.
A lack of knowledge about ways to carry out wildfire-threat-reduction practices
prevents some property owners from creating defensible space. Some
homeowners are uncertain about which wildfire-threat-reduction practices are
worthwhile, and how to implement them.
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Although the NVFFA stipulates that firebreaks are established along the
entire boundary of all properties in fire-prone environments, this is not always
attainable from a financial point of view, or appropriate, from topographic,
accessibility, or environmental perspectives.
Firebreaks along legal boundaries often compromise the following basic tenets
regarding creating and maintaining fire breaks:
•

They should take advantage of slope, i.e. aligned down-slope of prevailing
fire pathways.

•

Firebreaks should preferably be established along roads that allow for
access for fire-fighting vehicles that can support back burning operations.

•

They should take advantage of natural features such as less or nonflammable vegetation.

•

Firebreaks should be as straight as possible. Any kinks or sharp corners
will be places where the fire can easily escape.

•

Firebreaks built with machines should be trafficable by 4-wheel drives,
to allow tankers to follow up behind.

•

Firebreaks must be anchored against features (rock outcrops, rivers,
buffer zones, etc.) that retard the movement of fires around the ends of
the breaks.

Farmers and producers can also reduce the hazards and risks associated with
veld fires in and around communities and other identified areas.
It is important to plan and implement the use of controlled burning to ensure
it is appropriate and under suitable conditions to reduce hazards and risks and
achieve ecosystems and grasslands.

NOTE:
Under high fire danger conditions, well-located firebreaks can help contain
lateral fire spread rather than preventing the forward spread. On the next page
is a breakdown of the different types of firebreaks farmers can consider.
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TYPES OF FIREBREAKS
METHOD

Natural
firebreaks

Green
firebreaks

REDUCING RISK OF
VELDFIRE SPREADING

Used in conjunction
with black-lines and
mowed wet lines
to take advantage
of natural features
such as rivers,
rock outcrops and
cultivated lands.

A natural firebreak can
include waterways like
dams, rivers and large
streams. May be used in
conjunction with various
other firebreaks to take
advantage of natural
features.

Green firebreaks
(also known as living
firebreaks) are made
up of fire-retardant
plants. Large trees
will provide a canopy
that can trap burning
material carried by
the wind, preventing
it from blowing into
your property. In
addition, a green
firebreak can provide
property protection
from the heat of the
fire.

Highly suitable around
structures, however,
branches should not
overhang structures.
To maintain firebreak fireresistance, mow or allow
grazing to ensure there is
no buildup of flammable
foliage and weeds. Prior
to fire-season, remove any
dead trees and vegetation
near the firebreak. They
can be planted in-between
fields to prevent the
jumping of fires from one
field to another, or as a
border around properties
to prevent the spread of
veldfire to structures.
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Access
roads
(T roads)

Roads that are void
of vegetation can
serve as firebreaks.
Extra width may
be needed through
the use of other
types of firebreaks,
such as mowing
or haying areas
directly adjacent to
them. Ridge tops are
excellent locations
for access roads
and make good
firebreaks. Annual
maintenance is
needed.

Access roads along with
grazing/mowing/haying
areas directly adjacent
can serve as an excellent
firebreak for reducing the
spread of a veldfire.
They can be augmented
by mowing areas directly
adjacent to them.

Vegetation occurring in road reserves has important values and should be
protected where possible. Any modification of this vegetation requires the consent
of the District Roads engineer, and requires consent under the clearance controls.
Where possible the cutting of grass within road reserves has a dual benefit as it
reduces fuel loads, and although not of the best quality it can, provide fodder for a
fodder bank or fodder in times of emergencies.

Grazed
firebreaks

Mowed
firebreaks
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A grazed firebreak
is a strip of land at
least five meters
wide that livestock
keeps closely grazed.
This can be achieved
by applying a diluted
mixture of molasses,
and could be planted
with ryegrass,
legumes or other
fire-retardant fodder.

When well managed (this
includes mowing if there is
enough livestock to keep it
closely grazed) it can be an
effective firebreak.

Vegetation may
need to be raked
inward or removed if
done in conjunction
with a black-line
or if residue is too
heavy. It needs to be
repeated annually
prior to veldfire
season.

This is regarded as a fuel
load reduction activity. It
needs to be done prior to
risk of veldfire. Vegetation
will need to be removed
if residue is too heavy. A
mowed firebreak alone will
not serve as an adequate
firebreak in most cases

Manually
constructed
firebreaks

Burned
firebreaks

Used to remove
flammable material
prior to a burn. Often
made with the preseason application of
chemical tracer lines
that dries out quickly
allowing the strip to
be burnt when the
adjacent vegetation
is green, and then
followed by burning.

Can be constructed for the
prevention of a veldfire;
may need maintenance to
keep woody growth away
from them; water bars may
be needed if areas are too
steep and erosion is likely.
Ladder fuels adjacent
to firebreaks should be
removed

The removal of dead
trees, or those with
significant hollows a
reasonable distance
from the firebreak is
more important than
increasing firebreak
width beyond
20 meters if the
conditions that back
burning operations
can reasonably be
conducted under are
to be used.

A burned firebreak
is created by making
two parallel disked
or ploughed strips.
The strips should
be at least a metre
wide, and should
be placed at least 5
metres apart. The
area between strips
should be cleared of
all vegetation, and is
then burned to create
the firebreak

Mowing/raking or haying
may be needed first if
excess fine fuel load exists.
Used with prescribed burns
only. The fire danger index
(FDI) needs to be closely
monitored.
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Mowed wet
lines

Disked
firebreaks

Ploughed
firebreak
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Water is sprayed
on the mowed
vegetation to create a
wet-line immediately
in advance of ignition
of the fire. Wet lining
is used just prior
to prescribed burn
in conjunction with
mowed firebreaks.

Used with burning only.
This method requires strict
observation as fire can
dry the wet vegetation and
attempt to creep across the
fireguard.

Level of tillage will
vary depending on
residue type and
quantity. May be used
in conjunction with
annual and perennial
vegetation firebreaks.

A disked firebreak is made
by clearing the land in
a strip of all vegetation,
mowing, then disking the
strip in one direct, and
then disking it again in
the opposite direction. It
is important to keep with
the contour of the land to
prevent erosion.

Tall vegetation is
cleared in a strip, and
tall grass mowed.
The strip is then
bladed along its
length. The scraped
soil should be
removed from the
area if it contains
grass or other fire
fuels. This firebreak
must be at least
twice the width of
the plow. Attention
should be given to
the potential to cause
erosion

Particularly useful when
applied late in the season of
preparation. Most suitable
around dump sites, urban
fringes, and on flat terrain
on property boundaries.

Open ended
fire breaks

New technology
developed in
Australia has
now been tested
in South Africa
with considerable
success, which
allows for the
burning of large fire
breaks very quickly
in inaccessible
areas. Made with a
Helicopter known
as open ended
firebreaks.

INSURANCE GOOD AND PROPER
At Santam we want to make insurance even more accessible, affordable and
attractive to farmers and producers. With more than 84 years of experience
in the agriculture market, we value our stakeholders’ business requirements
and need to understand all the challenges they face in order to provide. Visit
our Online Services page where you will find useful videos, our tools, training
documents and articles that can make your life easier.

For more information please contact the Santam Agricultural Contact Centre in
Bloemfontein on agriculture@santam.co.za or 0860 247 400.
Thank you to the Lowveld and Escarpment Fire protection Association (LEFPA)
and Electricity Supply Commision (EVKOM).
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